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Dancing is my life.
My dream, making it
accessible.

Its Creator
— Jose Perez, dancer and choreographer
with a classic and international background,
has gone from the world-famous Escuela
Nacional de Ballet de Cuba to one of Italy’s
most popular television shows, Amici di
Maria De Filippi, and some of the country’s
most prestigious opera houses. Combining
personal talent with a natural knack
for nurturing that of other dancers, he
alternates work on stage and teaching.
As a choreographer and director, he is known
for giving classics a contemporary twist,
without betraying or belittling their essence
and passion. This same, distinctive blend
of avant-garde and tradition characterizes
the Hiit Ballet method he has designed,
tapping into both his own experience with
proprioceptive training as a star dancer and
teacher, and utilizing the new-generation
technology Unibell has created for its Human
Tecar® brand, a longtime leader in physical
therapy and elite sports.
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Our feet,
our liaison with
the world
As dancers are well aware of, our
body’s entire architecture – harmony
and motion – is based on this small
pivotal point: the foot.
Of all body districts, it is the
foot that supplies the most
proprioceptive information, thanks
to the particularly high number of its
sensory receptors (proprioceptors).

Proprioception
— Proprioception (from the Latin words
proprius, “one’s own”, and capere, “take,
grasp”) is the ability to sense the relative
positions of body parts without looking or
thinking about it. It is crucial in maintaining
balance, stability and coordination.
A good dancer obviously needs to become
familiar with the technique: this, however,
in itself is not enough to ensure top-quality
performance. In order to achieve the
latter, dancers need to work on their
body awareness, on the sense of where
they are and how they are moving. To
this purpose, proprioceptive training is
vital in ballet – not only does it maximize
balance and coordination, but it allows the
dancer to internalize what he is learning.
It’s a fundamental instrument that should
be “tuned” daily by closely focusing on
proprioceptive sensations during ballet class.
When you increase proprioceptive sensibility,
you facilitate finesse of interpretation and
even help prevent injury.
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International
Patent
13002399.7
Patented Human Tecar®
technology

The Human Tecar
technology

The technology was designed for rehab programs in
high-level sports, and is based on years of rigorous
scientific research coordinated by Professor Carlo
Tranquilli, sports physician and Scientific Director of
the Human Tecar® Academy.

— Human Tecar® Mats are proprioceptive workout
surfaces that create different levels of density and
instability, simulating various conditions of natural
terrain (sand, stones, rising terrain with varying
inclinations etc.) and forcing the body to constantly
readjust itself during proprioceptive exercise,
restoring balance and ultimately recovering tone and
strength.

The mats are highly useful in many other sectors
besides dance and sports: for instance, in supporting
children’s correct neuromotor development,
improving the elderly’s motor skills, thus preventing
falls, and in the world of disability and rehabilitation.

®
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Each Human Tecar® Mat is made of materials tested to
guarantee maximum resistance to mechanical, physical and
chemical stress. Moreover, the geometrical foam couplings
of open and closed-cell materials having diverse densities
and shapes are instrumental in achieving maximum
elasticity.
Composition:
1. External coating in PVC – elasticated in weft and
warp, glued and pressed with a squeegee to guarantee
longitudinal and transversal tensile strength –
antibacterial, anti-mold and easily washable, “Phatalate
free”, so as to guarantee biocompatibility by direct
contact;

2. Elastic foam agglomerate and viscoelastic material;
3. Open-cell polyurethane foam of medium density glued
on a cross-linked, closed-cell polyethylene, extremely soft
and flexible;
4. High-density closed-cell polyethylene, glued
polyurethanes and a layer of viscoelastic material with
high mechanical and thermal resistance. This particular
layer’s material has distinct resistance to stress/strain
when compressed;
5. Outer lining in embossed PVC, to guarantee the mat’s
slip-resistant surface and prevent the mat from moving
during use.
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Hiit Ballet®:
Art and Technology
combined
Jose Perez’ is an extraordinary workout
choreography combining techniques from
ballet, High-Intensity Interval Training, and the
new-generation technology of Human Tecar®
Mats for proprioceptive exercise.
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Hiit Ballet : What it is
®

A revolutionary workout
choreography: Dance, HIIT
and Human Tecar Mats

— Hiit Ballet® envisages several levels of difficulty;
it is meant both for amateurs and dance students
(including beginners and children) and for
professionals wishing to fine-tune their technique
and maximize their performance on stage.
What’s more, it facilitates greater energy output –
approx. 25% more by comparison with workout on
a rigid surface – and is therefore ideal in weight loss
and fitness programs. Every session of Hiit Ballet® is a
veritable dance lesson that brings to the table some
amazing added value. Most exercises are performed

barefoot, on modular circuits of Human Tecar® Mats
whose varying levels of instability stimulate the
mechanoreceptors in the foot sole, forcing the body
to constantly readjust itself and recover its balance.
Every single exercise, every single step is a further
challenge that exponentially multiplies the effects of
training and ensures tangible and enduring benefits
from day one, whilst avoiding mechanical stresses
and musculoskeletal overload.
Dancers who make use of Hiit Ballet® will notice they
are more confident, agile and stable the moment
they get off the mats. Their flexibility, muscle
tone, strength, endurance and concentration will
increase, giving them greater leeway to focus on
interpretation.

®

Hiit Ballet® for professionals

Hiit Ballet® is an effective facilitator and accelerator that enhances results and ensures
both students and established professionals maximize training and performance,
boosting metabolism and decreasing fatigue.
The use of proprioceptive mats is instrumental in perfecting technique, thus giving the
dancer greater leeway to focus on interpretation, over and beyond athletic gesture.

Hiit Ballet® for children and beginners

Hiit Ballet® ensures that beginners and little ones acquire greater confidence and
become more passionate about studying dance: the exchange of proprioceptive
information between Human Tecar® Mats and the body allows the body to “self-correct,”
optimizing posture and enhancing balance, strength and coordination.

Hiit Ballet® in the world of fitness

Hiit Ballet® Fit – specifically designed for gyms – is the most effective alternative to
functional workout, enabling clients to get tangible results straight away, reach their
objectives much faster and above all, train in perfect safety, without in any way putting
pressure on the joints.
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Collective courses for
professional dancers

®

Group courses organized by one
of the pilot training centers,
lasting 1 or 2 days

Personalized courses for
professional dancers

One-to-one courses, may be held at
client’s premises and last
1 or 2 days

Hiit Ballet® Trainer

Certification qualifies you
to teach Hiit Ballet®.

Hiit Ballet® Master
Trainer

Certification not only
qualifies you to teach Hiit
Ballet®, but also to train
new Hiit Ballet® Trainers.

Academic curriculum at
select dance schools

Part of the course of studies lasting
eight years

A novel profession
— Hiit Ballet® is a profoundly innovative method,
both in the world of dance and beyond. Though it
shares some of the objectives of the fitness sector,
and includes a specific format for gyms, it is rooted in
ballet and is best taught by a professional dancer.
Professionals who wish to become certified Hiit
Ballet® Trainers may attend the collective courses
held at one of the method’s pilot centers, or select
a personalized course, enquiring by email at
info@hiitballet.com.
As for students of ballet, all they need to do to
become Hiit Ballet® Trainers is attend one of the
select number of dance schools that include the
discipline in their academic curriculum.

Elisa Boriosi

Dancer, Teacher, Choreographer
Tapping into my experience to teach this
extraordinary and innovative discipline is
a great opportunity!
Hiit Ballet improves strength, endurance,
body awareness and posture; besides,
it’s just fabulous, a mixture of ballet
and cardio that’s both great fun and
much more effective than other workout
routines.
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Ballet school in Erice, Sicily (Centro Studi Danza di Rosy Guaiana)
Photo Credits: Antonella Messina and Francesca M. Tobia
(Phos Photo Studio)
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A major plus
for schools
and academies
Hiit Ballet® is a veritable
feather in the cap of the most
avant-garde dance academies. It
can make a difference, maximizing
students’ performance – and the
school’s.
Far from a passing fad, Hiit Ballet®
is a method based on rigorously
scientific criteria.

The academic
curriculum and
yearly exams
— An outstanding dance school aims to supply its
students with a consistent education, one that will
sustain their physical and mental development
as they master the technique and fine-tune their
individual interpretive skills. On the one hand, the
obvious goal is supplying these children and teens
with sufficient theoretical and practical knowledge
to set them off on a satisfying career course; on
the other, we should not forget that more elusive,
subtler intent only the very best teachers manage
to pursue: encouraging students to internalize and,
as it were, ‘incarnate’ this knowledge, so that it is no
longer a merely cerebral undertaking but one that
involves every nerve and every muscle of their body,
perfecting the technique to the point where they can
afford to focus on interpretation and artistic gesture.
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Schools that have chosen to use Jose Perez’
methodology will complement the regular dance
classes with specific ones devoted to Hiit Ballet®.
These obviously need to be taught by a qualified
ballet professional and Hiit Ballet® Trainer. At the
end of each year, students will need to pass an exam
to make sure they can go on to the next level in their
Hiit Ballet® training. Each year, they will be judged by
both an in-house examiner (usually their regular Hiit
Ballet® teacher) and either Jose Perez himself or one
of his Hiit Ballet® Master Trainers.
In this manner, the Hiit Ballet® method will achieve a
double objective:
1. Supporting students in their regular syllabus;
2. Preparing them to become Hiit Ballet® Trainers,
and thus providing them with an additional
qualification and a novel professional avenue.

Hiit Ballet flanks
students’ regular
classes from the start.

Facilitates and accelerates
the learning process,
helps students master
technique.

It supports their
progress throughout
their course of
studies – and beyond.

Depending on the size of
classrooms, the school can
choose the mat sets that
best fit the available space,
designing the modular
circuits accordingly.

Enhances results,
minimizes fatigue.

The mat sets can be
phased in according to
the school’s budget and
investment plan.

Degrees of complexity

Lesson facts

Course for beginners: Meant for the neophytes,
e.g. children aged 8 or older. Lasts a maximum of
2 years.
Objectives: A better understanding of dance
positions, improving body and foot posture,
controlling en dehors and relevé.

Number of participants: This varies, depending
on size of circuit.

Intermediate course: Meant for students who’ve
completed a minimum 2-year curriculum. Lasts 3
years at most.
Objectives: Increasing muscle tone and resilience,
enhancing body coordination for the smoothest
possible execution of a dance step, with special
focus on lower limbs and quadriceps, perfecting
music-motion synchronicity, working on shoulder
blades so as to regulate posture.

Duration: 45’ / 75’ / 105’
45-minute lesson
5’ warmup - 35’ lesson proper - 5’ stretching
75-minute lesson
10’ warmup - 60’ lesson proper - 5’ stretching
105-minute lesson
10’ warmup - 90’ lesson proper - 5’ stretching

Advanced course: Meant for students with at
least 5 years’ experience, lasts a maximum of
3 years.
Objectives: Core control during exercise, quality
of leap, artistic gesture, body language, creativity
and the ability to improvise choreography.
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The format
for gyms:
Getting back into
shape, fast
In view of Hiit Ballet®’s effectiveness and
rapidity, Jose Perez and Human Tecar® have
chosen to extend its benefits beyond ballet
alone. For this reason, Jose has devised
Hiit Ballet® Fit, a versatile, fun version of
the method especially designed for those
unfamiliar with ballet, who still wish to get
back into shape fast, to the beat of music.

A new era in
functional workout
— Hiit Ballet® has been simplified and readjusted into
the Hiit Ballet® Fit format for those unfamiliar with
ballet, and is proving both effective and fun, so that
an increasing number of gyms are introducing it as
a workout routine and course. Lessons maintain the
method’s specific feature as a fusion of High-Intensity
Interval Training (HIIT) and techniques borrowed
from ballet, and also make use of modular Human
Tecar® Mat circuits, which may vary depending on any
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given lesson’s focus and the size of the gym.
Hiit Ballet® Fit exercises are choreographic and fun,
and are proven to be more energy-intensive and burn
25% more calories than regular workout on the floor.
For this reason, the method enables clients to reach
their goals twice as fast, and is therefore suited to
anyone who wants to keep fit yet has little time to do
so. The icing on the cake? Its absolute safety: Human
Tecar® Mats absorb kinetic energy and enormously
reduce strain on the joints.
So Hiit Ballet® Fit is safe, swift, effective. And fun.
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Danza, HIIT and Human Tecar® Mats

Versatile, innovative and fun: the fitness version

Swift and effective

30 minutes of Hiit Ballet® = 1h of traditional workout

Improves muscle tone and strength
Gets results from the very first lesson

Hiit Ballet® Fit Trainer

Energy-intensive

Hiit Ballet® Fit, like Hiit Ballet®,
provides training courses aimed at
the dance professional wishing to
become a qualified Hiit Ballet® Fit
Trainer.

Safe

Becoming a certified teacher
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Burns 25% more calories than regular
workout on the floor

Does not place any strain on the joints,
ideal at any age
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Indispensable for
schools and theaters
alike

Hiit Ballet helps you
overcome fatigue,
maximize performance
and enhance elegance
®

A mere months after its launch, Hiit Ballet® has
already been adopted by such prestigious Italian
theaters as Opera di Roma, and hundreds of schools
all over the country – some of which have become
Hiit Ballet® pilot centers, where new Trainers are
taught.

Opera di Roma

Lesson at the Rome Opera
House
The corps de ballet of
Opera di Roma, directed by
Eleonora Abbagnato, has
already experienced the
benefits of the method,
and several members of
this ballet company have
become certified Hiit
Ballet® Master Trainers.
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Eleonora Abbagnato

Eleonora Scopelliti

Getting a more detailed insight into
our own body is crucial to all of us
ballet dancers if we wish to find our
center, to perfect interpretation and
improve muscle tone and strength, not
to mention preventing injury.

I can state beyond the shadow of a
doubt that Hiit Ballet ® strengthens
your muscles and enhances technique,
balance and body awareness both in
dancing and in functional workout,
without placing any strain on the
tendons and joints. An intensive
and effective training method that
revitalizes you, step by step, even just
walking on the mats.

Star Dancer of the Paris Opera and
Director of the corps de ballet of Teatro
dell’Opera di Roma

Dancer

Michel Gogat

Dancer and Artistic Director of the
Brianza Danza Festival
Using Human Tecar ® Mats helps
dancers enhance their awareness of
what the body should feel to maintain
core control, which is a major requisite
in dance, though it’s easy to cheat on
a regular floor: you cannot cheat on
these mats, or you’ll fall.
Hiit Ballet ® is enormously useful to
teachers, as it helps their students
understand and assimilate theory and
technique.
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Countless
surfaces,
countless
circuits
A variety of circuits reproducing
natural terrain, different surfaces
for goal-oriented workout. Each of
the mats is a world of its own, and
gives dancers a chance to perfect
a given step or execute multiple
exercise routines. Schools and gyms
can choose one or several mats
and design their circuits to fit the
available space, and vary circuit
design as many times as they want.

Set A - Features

Set B - Features

Set C - Features

No. 1 - Art. 15837 - Medium Density - Wellness
Surface reproduces smooth sand

No. 1 - Art. 15837 - Medium Density - Wellness
Surface reproduces smooth sand

No. 1 - Art. 15846 - Medium Density - Wellness
Surface reproduces smooth sand

No. 1 - Art. 16281 - Slant
Laterally slanted mat with a 4.5° inclination,
reproducing smooth, medium-density sand

No. 1 - Art. 16281 - Slant
Laterally slanted mat with a 4.5° inclination,
reproducing smooth, medium-density sand

No. 1 - Art. 15839 - Dunes
Irregular surface, simulating sandy terrain

No. 1 - Art. 15839 - Dunes
Irregular surface, simulating sandy terrain

No. 1 - Art. 15839 - Dunes
Irregular surface, simulating sandy terrain

No. 1 - Art. 15838 - Stones
Different density agglomerates that simulate an
irregular, stony surface

No. 1 - Art. 15838 - Stones
Different density agglomerates that simulate an
irregular, stony surface

No. 1 - Art. 16275 - Rocking Box
No. 1 - Art. 16287 - Rocker Base for Rocking Box
Elastic-response cube with tilting base

No. 1 - Art. 15840 - Multi Density
Framework with a rigid frame for the insertion of
different-density cubes you can take out or put
back in, based on what you need to do

No. 2 - Art. 15847 - Basic Pillow
Elastic-response pillows

No. 1 - Art. 16282 - Needle
Rigid-frame mat with medium-elasticity bottom
and rubber needle surface
No. 1 - Art. 16276 - Rocking Box
No. 1 - Art. 16360 - Rocker Base for Rocking Box
Elastic-response cube with tilting base
No. 2 - Art. 15847 - Basic Pillow
Elastic-response pillows
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No. 1 - Art. 15838 - Stones
Different density agglomerates that simulate an
irregular, stony surface
No. 1 - Art. 15840 - Multy Density
Framework with a rigid frame for the insertion of
different-density cubes you can take out or put
back in, based on what you need to do
No. 1 - Art. 16277 - Rocking Box
No. 1 - Art. 16288 - Rocker Round Base for
Rocking Box
Elastic-response cube with tilting base
No. 2 - Art. 15848 - Pillow
Elastic-response pillows
No. 1 Ascending Descending Set
Four modules made up of slanted plane and
steps
No. 1 - Art. 16271 - Cuboid
No. 1 - Art. 16272 - Step
No. 1 - Art. 16273 - Step
No. 1 - Art. 16274 - Ramp
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Multi-Soil:
Like a personal
trainer in your own
home
— The multi-soil mat is exactly that: a
proprioceptive mat featuring several different
terrain simulations, for those who wish to get
maximum results in minimum space. Thanks to
this unique model, you can simulate a dance
lesson in your own bedroom or living room,
acquire and perfect your dance technique or
simply work out effectively in your own home.
The rapidity of results will enable even the
busiest individuals to keep up their daily
training routine, despite the demands of a
tight schedule.
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Multi-Soil

A veritable dance lesson
Sand, dunes, stones, irregular surfaces
enabling dancers to practise their dance
steps, strengthen their joints, ligaments and
muscles and correct posture as if flanked by
a teacher.

For info on courses/applications:
info@hiitballet.com
hiitballet.com

cod. 16966

Human Tecar® Mat is a product of Unibell srl
Tel. +39 039 99 11 31
info@humantecar.com
humantecar.com

